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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this work was to develop further the University of Manitoba Motion

Analysis System (tIM'zAS) to analyze upper limb (LIL) motion which will aid people with
dysfunction of the I-IL. Several development phases of UÀ/AS have already been completed by
R. Safaee-Rad, and K. Macleod. The current phase accomplished three objectives: 1) reduce the
frequency of an UL motion marker disappearing from the view of two cameras, 2) enhance the
software to make the system more suitable for the clinical environment, and 3) explore the effect of
error in the input data propagating through tlM2AS. The reduction of UL motion marker loss is
accomplished by using three cameras in an orthogonal configuration. This gives UM2AS the ability
to view more of the experimental area during the experiment and thus increases the chance of

viewing the markers. The software was first enhanced by writing it in the language C which has
support for a graphical user interface (G[II) type of program. The program was then developed

into a largely mouse driven, pop-up window GUL A system such as this was found to be easy to
use and required minimal computer skills. Error in the system was found to be largely due to lens

distortion of the image and the marker being either partially hidden or engulfed in surrounding
noise in the image. This causes the camera view coordinates of UM2AS to be perturbed. The

maximum perturbation due to lens distortion was found to be 0.5 pixel widths and for diminished

visibility the perturbation increased to

12.5 pixel widths. Because there is error in the camera view

coordinates it is crucial to discover how sensitive UM2AS is to this error. Error propagation or

sensitivity was explored by perrurbing the input parameters for calculating the calibration
pararneters and for calculating the three-dimensional real world coordinates of the markers. The

sensitivity analysis revealed that the small error in the calibration parameters has a tolerable effect
on the calculated real world coordinates. The largest contribution to the error in the calculated real

world coordinates is caused by the error in the camera view coordinates of the UL.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

The upper limb ( UL) is very important because with it all essential daily activities

such as feeding, dressing, and/or personal care are performed (DoF) [4]. The UL is
comprised of many joints and muscles that work together to perform these essential daily
activities and is a very redundant device with approximately 87 degrees of freedom

l4,I2l.

Dysfunction of UL joints and/or muscles resulting from injury and/or disease may reduce
the range of motion available which may make essential daily activities difficult

if not

impossible to perform [4]. Before any conclusions about abnormal motion can be made a
normal motion baseline must be obtained experimentally using subjects with a normal range

of motion. Therefore studies of the normal range of UL motion during performance of
selected essential activities must be carried out. The results of these studies may be used to

develop strategies for adaptation to and compensation for motion dysfunction and also
could be used to aid in designing an UL prosthesis whose function is similar to that of an
actual limb.

Performing selected daily activities such as combing hair, personal hygiene, eating

with utensils, and drinking from

a cup require the

UL to move in three-dimensional

space.

Therefore, the main criterion for any method of acquiring UL motion data for the purpose
of analyzing functional motion is that it must have the capability of collecting three-dimensional

information about the UL. The most coÍrmon methods of acquiring motion data are: a)
goniometry [15], b) cinematography [15], c) optoelectronic techniques [3], and d) television
video techniques [15].
Goniometry is the measurement of the angle formed by the joint between two limb
segments. An electrogoniometer is an electronic device that is attached to limb segments
that measures the rotation at the joint. The advantages of the electrogoniometer method are
that it is inexpensive and the ouþut signal is available immediately for recording or conversion

into a computer data file [15]. The disadvantages are that it may require an excessive length

of time to fit and align, movement can be encumbered by straps and cables, and complex

multiaxial electrogoniometers are required for joints which do not move as hinge joints
t151.

Cinematography involves placing reflective markers on UL segments and filming
the I-IL motion using two or more 8mm or 16mm cinefilm cameras [15]. The advantages

of

using this method are minimal encumbrance and the data format is in terms of absolute
marker coordinates [15]. The main disadvantage is the high cost of the needed film and
equipment to extract three dimensional coordinate data [15].

Optoelectronic systems ( eg. Selspot ) use LEDs as markers to define the UL
segment being studied and a lens in front of a Lateral-photo-effect diode as a camera ( two

or more of these cameras are used) [3]. The advantages of this method are all the major
equipment used is available commercially, and encumbrance to I-IL motion is minimal [3].

The disadvantages for a clinical environment are: a) wires will run on the UL to power all
the LEDs, b) the diodes used are infrared therefore they capture the all infrared sources
such as sunlight and radiant heat from radiators or heat ducts, and c) infrared cannot be
seen by the human eye and therefore the information is not obtainable

until the experiment

is completed. Because the markers are infrared, no possible intervention during the course

of the experiment could be performed because the operator does not know if there was an
error until the experiment is completed.

For three dimensional motion analysis the television video recording technique
method requires that the motion be viewed by at least two or more CCD cameras and
anatomical landmarks of interest be defined using reflective markers [15]. The images
viewed by the cameras are recorded on video tapes. The images from the video tapes can
then be processed with an image processing board and an IBM PC compatible computer to

extract the three dimensional location of the markers. Video based systems are accurate,

relatively inexpensive, and provide a reasonably fast turnaround for data collection [11].

2

They also provide a perrnanent visual record which is of particular importance, especially in
a

clinical setting [11]. The disadvantage to video based systems is that the recorded camera

views have light noise that can be mistaken for markers or a marker can be engulfed by the
noise.
Commercial video based systems are relatively expensive, therefore the development

of the University of Manitoba Motion Analysis System ruM'zAS) was started. The
development of UM2AS started

in

1985

with the work of Safaee-Rad ll2l. At this stage

efforts were focussed on obtaining the basis for a system that could acquire needed UL
motion data. The earliest version of UM2AS had software written in FORTRAN, used two
CCD cameras, and the data collection process per VCR frame was completely automatic.
I-IM2AS allowed for no intervention to correct any erïors in the frame data as they occurred.

Motion was captured and stored on two video tapes at the VCR sampling rate of 30 frames
per second. A flash lamp was used to synchronize the two video tapes. Reflective white
markers were placed on the UL to define the segments being studied. The centre coordinates

of the round white markers were found for each of the two-dimensional camera views.
These were termed camera view coordinates (CVCs) which were subsequently used to
calculate the three-dimensional real world coordinates of the markers for a given frame. The
three-dimensional real world coordinates were then used to calculate the angular motion of
the

joints in the UL. Unfortunately, being completely automatic, the system allowed for no

intervention by the operator to correct or even know if any processing errors had occurred.

The second phase of UM2AS development made extracting the UL motion data
completely manual. "In this method, the marker locations within each digitized image must

be segmented manually by surrounding each marker with a rectangle" [10,p. 2]. This
method of marker detection, while achieving a high degree of accuracy, was a very time
consuming process because a large amount of operator intervention was required, thereby

slowing the motion data collection process [10].

3

The third phase of development made the detection of markers more automatic and

simplified the method of obtaining marker locations [10]. Manual detection of a marker
only involved placing a cursor over the image of the marker on a television screen. The
software, now written in C, then calculated the centroid of the marker automatically. The

first two frames of video information were digitized manually to find the centre of the
markers in the camera view. Then the position of the markers in the subsequent frames was
approximated by linear extrapolation of the location of the marker centroid in the previous

two frames. This made the data collection process more automatic thereby removing more
of the repetitive tasks from the operator and delegating them to the computer. The program
also allowed the option of verifying that the correct camera view coordinate (U,V) of the
marker was given. This made it possible to correct any processing errors.

After this version was used in a study of functional UL motion, it was found that
three aspects of UM2AS required fuither refinement and research:

A method of dealing with missing markers was needed. The addition of a third
camera to UM2AS was proposed as a way to decrease the loss of I-IL marker motion data.

Two independent camera views of the same marker are needed to calculate the three
dimensional coordinate of the marker. Occasionally a marker will be hidden from the view

of the camera or engulfed in noise. The addition of the third camera adds some redundancy
to UM2AS and an additional camera view that can possibly make up for one camera not
seeing a marker.

The software of UM2AS needed to be more operator friendly. Before the current
work was undertaken the software for UM2AS was written in C and FORTRAN and was
not very operator friendly. In addition the existing UM2AS did not allow the operator to
make changes to correct errors that were made previously. Further software development
was therefore needed to make the system more suitable for the commercial market.
Sources of input data error had to be identified and isolated; the effect of input data

propagating through UM2AS must be quantified and then eliminated with the appropriate

4

measures.

Chapter II documents the eight DOF mathematical model of the UL used, the linear
algebra used to calculate the three dimensional coordinates of the UL markers from the
three sets of camera view coordinates, and lists the equipment used in UM2AS. Chapter

Itr

presents the software enhancements. Chapter IV explores potential sources of input data

error and then presents a method of measuring how this error propagates through UM2AS.

Lastly, Chapter V contains conclusions and recommendations for further development of
I-IM2AS.
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CHAPTER

II

Upper Limb Model, Marker Placement and Equipment used in UM'?AS

To create an upper limb (UL) motion analysis system such as the University of
Manitoba Motion Analysis System OM'zAS) requires essentially three steps. A model of
the UL must be conceptualized, a method of highlighting the limb segments needs to be
developed, and finally a method of calculating the three-dimensional (3-D) marker centroids

of the UL segments must be created. In order to study the motion of the UL a mathematical
model is required in order to analyze 3-D motion of the human UL. The model used in
UM2AS is that described and developed by Safaee-Rad in which the UL is considered to be
a

four joint anatomical device with a total of eight degrees of freedom (DOF) [12]. Based

on experiments performed by Safaee-Rad this model is considered to be adequate for the
study of functional UL motion [12].

To use the UL model a means of highlighting or defining the segments of the tIL is
required. There are a number of ways of doing this such as using LEDs [3] and light
reflective markers attached to anatomical landmarks [12]. The method used in UM2AS is
that of ping pong balls covered with 3M reflective tape and placed at defined locations on
the UL in order to describe the eight DOF model properly. The information that the model

provides is extracted by UM2AS, using the television video method to acquire the 3-D
marker centroids. This method consists of simultaneously storing images of the UL motion,

viewed by two or more cameras, on two or more video tapes. The two-dimensional (2-D)
camera view UL marker centroids can then be extracted from these tapes and stored in
computer data files.
The 3-D UL reflective marker centroids can be derived from the camera view data.

This is done by calibrating UM2AS, i.e. by relating the 2-D control ball (CB) marker
centroids to the known 3-D measured CB centroids by using 11 calibration parameters
(CPs). The2-D centroids of the UL motion along with the CPs are then used to obtain the
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calculated 3-D centroids of the UL markers. UM'AS uses equipment that is available
commercially, therefore the system is easy to create and relatively inexpensive.

2.1

Model of the Upper Limb

All major joints of the body have six degrees of freedom: three translations

and

three rotations [15]. Typically, translation is small and ignored in motion studies; therefore

in UL studies done to date only rotational motion of the UL was considered. The orientation

of a segment of the UL is defined by its position relative to three orthogonal planes
(sagittal, frontal, and transverse) or by its angular motion about three orthogonal axes [15].
The three rotational motions (0,, e,, y¡)are defined with respect to three orthogonal axes
using the Euler angle method (shown in detail in Appendix A). Several Euler angle systems
have been used for this type of motion analysis with the difference being the order in which

the angles are applied. The order of rotation about the specified axes is important in order to
describe the joint motion uniquely. The order chosen here is that used by Safaee-Rad [12].
The auxiliary axis system is initialty oriented at the position (xf,

Figure 2.Ia. The rotation order is shown in Figure 2.1 wherc
the

d

f ,tr) which is shown in

Q¡

is the first rotation about

axis. It rotates the auxiliary axis system into a new orientation called (*1, Vl,

,l).

Next, is the rotation about the xf axis, 0¡, which rotates the axis system to the orientation
labelled (*?, y?, z!). fastly, y¡ is the rotation about the

y! axis which puts the axis

system

in its final auxiliary orientation (*i, yi, z1)as shown in Figure 2.2c.
Studies done in the past represent the shoulder joint as being three DOF [5], the

wrist joint also with three DOF [16], and the elbow joint with two DOF [5]. The elbow is
modelled as a two DOF spherical joint which therefore has two rotations [5]. The elbow

joint model includes the angular rotation. In the studies
with

a

fork or spoon, drinking from

done with UM2AS to date (eating

a cup) the shoulder, elbow, and wrist
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joint were

also

modelled respectively with three, two, and three DOF.

*11,*?

a) rotation about

the z¡axis

b) rotation about

the x¡l axis

y?,y¡

xl

4
c) rotation about the yfaxis

Figure

2.1 Order of Euler Angle Rotations [7]

of radius rotating about the ulna at the radioulnar joints. The superior radio-ulnar joint is
not actually at the elbow but can be effectively referenced to the elbow. The equations for
angular rotation in the shoulder, wrist and elbow region are given in Appendix A. The
normal range of the angular rotations for the shoulder joint, elbow region joints, and wrist

joint is given in Table 2.1 I1,6,8f.

I

Table
Joint

Shoulder

Angular
Rotations

Anatomical
Terms

Range of Normal

Motion in degrees

0r

Flexion
Extension

0-180
0-60

0r

Abduction
Adduction

0-180
0-75

Vt

Internal Rotation
External Rotation

0-90
0-90

þz

Flexion
Extension

0-10

Vz

Pronation
Supination

0-90
0-90

0s

Flexion
Extension

0-80

03

Radial Deviation
Ulnar Deviation

V¡

Internal Rotation
External Rotation

Elbow

Wrist

2.1

0-

150

0 -70

0 -20

0-30

approx. zero
approx. zero

Normal Motion for the Shoulder, Elbow, and Wrist
Joint Region

2.2 Ãpparatus Placed on the Subject

The UL is modelled as having only eight DOF or in other words, eight angular
rotations [11]. To obtain all eight rotations, seven markers must be attached to the subject's

UL

as

in Figure 2.2. Markers 1 and 2 are placed on the superior surface of the acromion

process of the scapula [2]. Marker 3 is placed on the superior aspect of the arm segment, 3

cm distal to the lateral border of the acromion process [2]. Marker 4 is placed on the lateral
epicondyle of the humerus [2]. Markers 5 and 6 are mounted on a rod which is attached to
the distal aspect of the dorsum of the ulna and the radius in line with their respective styloid
processes [2]. Marker 7 is placed over the dorsal aspect of the head of the third metacarpal

tzt.
An experiment was conducted to determine the "optimum" size and reflectiveness of
the anatomical markers. Ping-pong balls (diameter = 34 mm), styrofoam balls ( diameter =
19 and 34 mm) and solid plastic balls (diameter = 13 mm ) were used to test for size. Green

and white reflective tapes respectively were used to determine the best reflectiveness.
Ping-pong balls covered with white reflective tape proved to be the best combination for

Figure

2.2 Marker

Placement

for an I DOF UL Model

processing the image. The size of the marker and the reflectiveness of the tape decreased

the frequency of the marker becoming engulfed in background noise therefore making it
easier to calculate its camera view coordinate ( version 2 of UM2AS used solid plastic

balls). The subject also wears a dark, long-sleeved turtleneck shirt in order to ensure
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a

highly contrasting background for the white reflective markers. This reduces the noise
produced by oils in the skin that reflect white light at the same intensity as the UL markers.

2.3)

Equipment Used in Ul¿fAS

This section describes the function of the commercial and specially manufactured
equipment used in UM2AS. Table 2.2lists the equipment needed for UM2AS.

Table2.2
Item

Quantity
J

black and white CCD video cameras

-J

zoom lenses

2

camera stands

a

J

video cassette recorders, one
with frame-by-frame replay and
frame counting capabilities

3

40w I20v light bulbs

3

light shrouds

2

light stands

1

1

clamp (mounts camera to ceiling)
PC computer with PIPEZ image
processing and acquisition board

I

monitor with computer and RGB
image channels

J

monochrome monitors

I

calibration jig and accessories

Equipment Used in the Motion Analysis System
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2.3.1)

Commercially Available Equipment Used

The laboratory used to perform the experiments is partitioned into two areas: 1) the

studio and 2) the equipment room. The studio occupies an area of 3.6 m x 3.6 m. This
provides enough space for the cameras to view a 1m3 space as shown from an overhead
view in figure 2.3. This size of viewing space is needed to allow enough room for the

!

Studio

Black
Curtain

lnstrument Table #2

Ð

9+
kd)
i< -o

Equipment
Room

Figure 2.3 Overhead View of Laboratory
subject to perform the UL motion experiments without the limb moving out of the viewing
space. Located

in the viewing space is

a reference marker shown

12

in Figure 2.3.If. can be

seen

by all three cameras ( camera and lighting apparatus is shown in Figure 2.4) as

a

conìmon reference. The reference marker is used to compensate for any horizontal and/or

vertical shifts that may occur when the image is acquired. Covering the wall ( shown in
Figure 2.3) is a black curtain; this provides a dark background for the recorded images and
reduces light noise by providing an effective contrast to the markers.

Light Directing
Shroud

Camera

Light
Switch
Power
Cable

Figure 2.4 Side View of Camera and Lighting
The motion experiments are performed in the studio in front of three CCD cameras.
These cameras are placed on adjustable stands and are arranged in the studio so that all
three see the same viewing space. The cameras are set along the X, Y, and

Z

axes

of the

real world coordinate system ( Figure 2.5 ) and are placed equidistant from the point where

their centers of view intersect (2.4 m from intersection point). It is essential that the
cameras be at the same distance from the centre of the viewing space, set at the same focal

length, and that the centres of their views intersect. This is to minimize the error in the three

t3

dimensional calculated real world coordinates. A lamp with a 40 wattbulb is placed behind
each camera to direct light onto the reflective markers in order to enhance

visibility (Figure

2.4).

Camera

Viewing
Snace
1fu3

Camera

Camera

Figure 2.5 Three Camera Orientation with respect to the Viewing Space
The equipment room is also shown in Figure 2.3 and occupies an area of 1.8 m x

3.6 m. Two instrument tables are located here, orientated as in Figure 2.3. Instrument
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Table #1 ( shown from a front view in Figure 2.6 a) holds three video cassette recorders
( VCR's ) and three monochrome monitors, one for each VCR. VCR #1 has a frame-by-frame

advance feature. The monitors are used to view what is being seen by the three cameras

VCR #3

a)

Table

l

Equipment

trtrn

:

PC Computer

Monitor
Image Processing
Board's Monitor

PC

trtrnntrn

¡¡trEltr

"

b)
Figure

2.6

Table 2 Equipment

Representative Picture of the Equipment in the Lab

and what is being taped on the VCR's. Instrument table #2 (shown in figure 2.6b), holds a

486 computer, computer monitor, and a monitor for the computer's image processing
board. The computer used is a 486 PC with a MATROXPIPEZ image processing board,
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and a SVGA graphics card. The image processing board monitor is a Sony monitor with

RGB image channels. The equipment is set up on the two tables in this configuration to
allow the operator easy access.

2.3.2

Video Information Flow Through Equipment

Video information flow of the system can be broken into two phases. In Phase I the
video information is stored on three video tapes. In Phase tr the marker centres are extracted

from the video tapes and stored in a computer file.

Camera

Monitori

i

a) Phase

VCR i

I
RED
GREEN

Played

Frame-by-Frame
from theVideo Tape

VCR

BLUE
Sync

VV

1

b) Phase II

+Figure

2.7

Video Information Flow

Video Information Flow Diagram

In Phase I (Figure 2.7a) an image is captured by a camera and is sent to its VCR
which records the image on Beta tape. The image is also sent through the VCR to a monitor
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to be viewed by the operator. At the end of Phase I there are three tapes with the three
camera views recorded.

The UL marker coordinate information is acquired in Phase

VCR

1

II (Figure 2.7b). Only

is used in this phase because it is equipped with frame-by-frame advance capability.

Each tape is played back and the desired frames of video information are selected. To
acquire the coordinates of the centres of the markers, each of the selected frames are frozen
and captured. The frozen frame is displayed on the Sony Monitor. This information also
goes to the Matrox image processing board to be processed. Here the image is converted

from a grey scale image to a binary black and white image which is sent back to the Sony
Monitor for display over four lines. Three of the lines are the red, green, and blue segments

of the image; the fourth line is the external synchronizing line. The image stored in the
image processing board's memory is further processed by the system software to find the
centres of the UL markers which can then be stored into a data file.

2.3.3

Calibration Box
In order to calibrate UM2AS (the calibration procedure is presented in the next

section) an apparatus is needed in which markers called control balls (CBs) can be placed

within the viewing space , with known measured 3-D centroids. A

1m3 calibration box to

which the CBs are attached was created from welded square aluminum tubing (Figure
2.8a). Eight CBs are used and these are attached to the box using a C-clamp with a rod
welded onto

it as shown in Figure

2.8b. This apparatus allows the operator to place the

CBs anywhere in the space defined by the calibration box and within the view of all three
cameras. The CB can also slide up and down on its rod to allow for more adjustable
placement.
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a) Calibration Box

b) Control Ball Apparatus

Figure

2.8 Calibration

Box and Control Ball Attachment
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2.4

Calculating the Upper Limb Real World Marker Coordinates

The current version of UM2AS discussed in this thesis uses three cameras. Using
three or more cameras reduces the possibiliry of

fIL markers disappearing from the view of

two cameras. Viewing the UL marker by at least two cameras is essential to calculate the
three dimensional coordinate centre of the UL markers.

UM2AS in essence may be viewed as three two camera systems. Thus the procedure
to calculate the UL 3-D centroids is the same as that developed by Safaee-Rad in his thesis

for the two camera system [72, pp.53]. It is repeated in detail in Appendix B and in
general here to establish a notation that distinguishes between which camera pairs are being

considered. To calculate the eight angular rotations of the UL in any orientation, the real

world 3-D centroids of all seven reflective anatomical markers must be calculated. This
requires calibration of the cameras. The calibration is essential because it relates the real

world 3-D centroids with the 2-D camera view centroias (Uf, Vf) in a linear fashion. To
achieve this, calibration paramet"rr (L\,

.' ., LT1) must be found which will give UM2AS

the proper information from which to calculate the 3-D real world marker centroids.

There are 11 calibration parameters (CPs), thus 11 independent equations are needed

to solve for them. To acquire 11 independent equations, the information needed is the
measured real world 3-D centroios

(xfB

,ft ,f')and

the 2-D camera view centroids

(UI,Vf) of at least six markers. For the purpose of this project eight known markers called
control balls (CBs) were used. Once the real world 3-D centroids and the camera view 2-D
centroids of the CBs are known, the CPs can be calculated using equation2.4 (the derivation

of this equation is in Appendix B).
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(4,...,LÏ,)

eleven calibration parameters for camera

(xft,vf", zlt)

tape measured real world 3-D CB centroid

(uf,vf)

2-D cameraview centroid i for camera k

The calibration paramerers (CPs) ( (LT, . . ., Lî,)anO

(I-f,

camera view centroids from at least two different carnera views

C

..

.,

k

i

Lîr))

and the

(ui,vi)ano (ui",vi))

then used to calculate the 3-D real world centroids of the UL markerc ( (Xi"n,

This is done using Equation 2.5 which is also derived in Appendix B.
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n

(ui,vi)

2-D centroid for UL marker i from camera view n

(1i,.. ., Li,)

CPs for camera

(ui",vi')

2-D centroid for UL marker

(xi"n, Yi"', zfn)

3-D calculated real world marker i centroid,

m

i from camera view m

calculated from camera m and

n (m

*

n)

Three cameras are used to reduce the possibility that an anatomical marker leaves

the view of any two cameras. A three camera system, using Equation 2.5, yields three
different three-dimensional coordinates for each marker. The three possible combinations

-" (xf 2, y!', zl'), (xl', yl', zf), and (x?t, v?t , z2f). rwee possibte situations rhar
could arise are: 1) a marker is present in all three camera views, 2) amarker is not seen in
the view of one camera, and 3) a marker is not seen in the view of two or three of the
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cameras.

If the marker is missing in two or three camera views not enough information will
be available to calculate the three dimensional real world marker centre, therefore the
coordinates are set to 999 as in Equation2.6.

(x1", v?", zî")

= (ggg, ggg, ggg)

If the marker is missing in only

(2.6)

one camera view,

value calculated by the other two cameras. For example

(Xî"t , Ylut, zi's) is set to the

if

the marker is not present in

camera I then the real world coordinate is given by EquationZ.7.

(xT"*,

v?, z?") = (x?t, Y?t, 1t)

(2.7)

(xl', vl', z!')
(x!', v!', zl')

dp2d3

(xl', vlt, zlt)

a)

d1=d2=f,,

(x?',

tt,r:t)

(xl', vlt,z!t)

b)

(x?',

d1.>-Zd3Àd2>2d3

Figure 2.9 criterion for choosing between Three calculated Points
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tt,lt)

The final case is when the marker is present in all three views. When this occurs
three possible three dimensional positions for the marker are generated. The question is,

which one is correct? To answer this, a euclidean distance measure is used. The criterion
used is to use all three markers

if they are an equal euclidean distance from each other. If

this is not the case, then exclude one of the calculated points if it is twice as far away from
the other two points as they are from each other (Figure 2.9).For example,

d, and d, aretwice that of d,

(

dp2d3

r\

if the distance

d2>2fu) then rhe calculated value (X!2, V!2, Z!2)

is left out of the calculation as given by

(xl"r, y?v',

7avs)

=({lÉ:, ry,

tlt

ilt).

(2.8)

Note that the twice as far threshold could be any number, therefore with more experimentation
and data a better threshold might be found.
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CHAPTER

III

Software Design and Development

This chapter describes the software desrgn and development that links the mathematics
and equipment of the University of Manitoba Motion Analysis System ruM'zAS) described

in Chapter II. An environment is created that is suitable for an operator using UM2AS in

a

clinical environment.

3.1

The Overall Program

The overall program is that shown in block diagram form in Figure 3.1. The
program consists of four main sections which are: a) Marker Coordinate Digitizing, b)
Calibration Parameters,

c) X,Y, and Z Coordinate Calculation, and d)

Calculate Euler

Angles . The Marker Coordínate Digítizíng section allows the operator to digitize the 2-D
upper limb (UL) camera view marker centroids for a specified number of frames from one

of the cameras. This data is then stored to

a

file with the file extension of dal (camera

1),

da2 (camera 2), or da3 (camera 3). The Calibration Parameters section first allows the
operator to digitize the 2-D camera view centroids of the control balls (CBs) for camera

1.

It then uses a file with the tape measured real world 3-D CB marker centroids (*.msr) and
the 2-D CB camera view centroids to calculate the calibration parameters (CPs) for camera
1 and stores them

in

a

file (x.cpl). This process is then repeated for camera one and two

and the results are respectively stored in the files x.cp2 and x.cp3. The X, Y, and Z
Coordinate Calculation section takes the 2-D camera view UL centroids and the CPs from

all three cameras to calculate the 3-D real world UL marker centroids which are then stored

to a file (x.tdc). The Calculate Euler Angles section uses the calculated 3-D real world UL
centroids to calculate the Euler angles for the shoulder, elbow, and wrist and stores them in
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selected files with the extensions respectively shd, elb, and wst.

Binary images of
Uooer Limb

Binary image ofjig
Measured 3D control
ball coordinates

Marker
Coordinate
Digitization

Calibration
Parameters

i=I,2,or3

X,Y,

and

Z

Coordinate
Calculation

Calculate
Euler Angles

Figure 3.1 Block Diagram of Complete Program
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3,2

Design Criteria

UM2AS software was designed with the operator in mind. The main criteria for
most operators are that the system be pleasing to work with, can be used by operators with

minimal computer skills, and option parameters can be easily changed. Using these criteria,
UM2AS software was designed to use a pop up window, integrated environment as illustrated

in Figure 3.2.

a) Process Flow Diagram

Process

22

Process 2n

b) Process Screen Diagram
Figure 3.2 FIow Structure of The Program

Upon starting the program, the operator has moved to process 11 (Figure 3.2a).

This is usually a menu with more options (Figure 3.2b) known here as Process 21,
Process 22, and up to Process 2n. For example, one could now enter the highlighted
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Process 21. This process could be more options or a specific task such as entering a

file

narne, setting program parameters, or displaying data. To enter one of the other processes,

one must first return to the level above ( in this case Process 11) by either clicking the
mouse button in the

little square box located in the bottom right hand corner of the Process

21 window or by pressing the escape key (assuming Process 21 is more options). To exit

the program, the operator must always return to Process 11 first and then either exit by
clicking the left mouse button in the little square box located at the bottom right hand corner

of the Process 11 window or by pressing the escape key. The program was designed this
way to simplify the programming, conserve working RAM, and to allow the operator to
visit processes many times until all the actions of the program are performed properly.

3.3

Main Menu for the Integrated Environment

The main menu of the system can be seen in the box at the top of Figure 3.3 and
can be thought of as Process 11. By using either the mouse or key board commands the
program operator can go into either the Camera Inform"ation or Data Calculntíon option of
the program. The Camera Informntion option allows the operator to acquire the camera

Camera
Data
Information Calculation
Calibration
Parameters

X, Y, andZ

Marker
Coordinate
Digitizing

Calculate
Euler
Angles

Figure

About
Program

-allows operator to move
back to previous menu

Coordinate
Calculation

3.3 Main Menu of the Program
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calibration parameters

(lf

,

.

.,

Ll,)

or the 2-D carneraview centroios

(uf, vf) oi rhe uL

markers. The Data Calculntion option is used to calculate either the 3-D real world
centroids

(0,, er,

3.4

(Xi"t, Yl's, Z!'e)of

ry1) , etbow

(þr,vr),

the UL markers or the Euler angles of the shoulder

and wrisr (Qr,

er, vr).

Calculating Camera Calibration Parameters

The calibration procedure used is to first measure the 3-D real world centroids of
the eight control balls (CBs) and then record the three camera views of the calibration

jig

onto beta tape. Each camera view is then processed to gather the 2-D CB camera view
centroids. Lastly the calibration parameters (CPs) are calculated using the 3-D tape measured

Start Up Information
Input & Output Data Files
Image Threshold
Snap Image

,-, allows

u

Reference Marker

operator to move
back to the previous
menu

Digitize Image
Process

L Parameters

View L Parameters

tr
Figure 3.4 Calibration Parameter Calculation
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CB centroids and their camera view centroids. This procedure can be carried out using the
calibration parameters menu shown in Figure 3.4.
The input file needed is the *.msr file which contains the measured real world
centroids

with

(Xfu, Y?t ,ft)of the eight control balls. The centroids

a text editor, each on a separate

are entered into the

file

line starting with CB 1. The output file (8.cp1, *.cpL,

or *.cp3 for camera one, two, or three respectively ) generated by the software contains the

calibration parameters (CPs), each on a separate line starting with parameter 1. Typical
*.msr and x.cpl files are shown in Figure 3.5. The cuffent date is also stored to x.cpl but
not to *.cp2 or *.cp3. This lets the operator know when the calibration files were created.

To calculate the CPs successfully the operator must perform the eight tasks shown in
Figure 3.4; Start Up Information, Input

72.2 40.5
60.0 31.8

63.6 5.8
46.8 16.8
21.0 5.7
r3.7

48.3

32.5

46J

72.3

3r.2

YEAR: 92 MONTH:
-0.7230327
3.66t7928
0.0439470
115.3410764
-0.7258390
0.r574676
-4.r144953
395.9822693
-0.0029378
0.0008468
-0.0003879

-6.4

3r.5
59.5

-1.5
73.9
37.8
62.2
58.9

b) Typical *.cpl

a) Typical *.msr
Figure

3.5

Contents

IIDAY:21

of *.msr and *.cpl

&OutputDataFiles, ImageThreshold, Snaplmage, ReferenceMarker, Digitizelmage,
Process L Parameters, and View L Parameters. The objective

of the CPs option is to

calculate the 11 CPs.
T};re

Start Up Information option (Figure 3.6) prompts the operator to set processing

flags which are: camera the data are from, the date, and threshold type (inverted - black
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Which cÍìnera is the data from (default)?

Today's date will be stored in the
camera 1 calibration marker file.
Please enter today's date......
year(default)?
month(default)?
Day(default)?
Threshold type( inverted = 0 or normal = lXdefault)?

Figure 3.6 Calibration Parameters Start Up Information Option
markers on a white background, normal - white markers on a black background). The
default for the date is that of the DOS clock. The camera default is 1 and the threshold type
is initially set to "nomal" or 1. Upon completion of setting this series of dialog boxes, the
operator is automatically brought back to the Calibration Parameters menu.

If

data from

cameras other than number one are being processed, the date option box does not appear.

As shown in Figure 3.'7a,the Input & Output Files option allows the operator to
input the name of the file that has the relevant measured 3-D control ball centroids

(Xft,

ft,

Zf")for

the calibration frame ( +.msr ) and the name of the file in which to

store the calibration parameters (*.cp1, *.cp2, or x.cp3 for camera one, two, or three

respectively ). This can be done either by manually typing the file names or by using the
mouse to select the file name from a list in the current directory (Figure 3.7b).
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measured
data

tr

calibration
data

-allows operator to
move to the previous
menu

tr
a) Indicates what type of fTIe is being entered

Scroll up to view previous 20 files
Selection Box
Select boxed

file

Scroll down to view next 20 files

Escape without changing

file name

b) Method by which the fTle name is entered
Figure

3.7 calibration

and Measured Data File Name selection

Inthe Image Threshold. option Gigure 3.8), the operator selects a value that transforms
the normal grey scale into a binary scale. For example,
then the original grey scale

will

if

a threshold value

of 51 is chosen

be mapped as in Figure 3.8a. Every pixel with a grey scale

below 51 will be set to zero or black and every pixet with a grey scale above and including
51 will be changed to 253 or white. Thus a binary image is created from the original. The
dialog box that appears for this option in the program is shown in Figure 3.gb.
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Normal
Grey Scale

Output After
Threshold

0

0
0
0
0
0

1

2
3

4

50
51

0
253

52

253

254
255

253
253

l

l

#

Black

Threshold
Level

White

a) Threshold Function

Enter a threshold value ? (default)
b) Threshold Dialog Box

Figure 3.8 Threshhold Function and Dialog Box
The Snap Image option allows the operator to select a grey scale image from the

VCR and process it into

a

binary image. The image is then stored in the memory of the PIP

image processing board to be processed further.

Reference

Reference
Digitize

File

tr
tl
Figure

3.9

move back to previous
menu

Reference Marker Acquisition Menu
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The Reference Marker option allows the program operator to acquire the reference
marker coordinate data either from a pre existing file

(*.rfl, *.rf2, or x.rf3 for camera

one,

two, or three respectively) or by digitizingthe marker from a binary image (Figure 3.9).
The file selection method is the same as that shown in Figure 3.7b. The second
option Reference Digitize, switches the cursor to the image processing board's monitor to

allow the operator to select the reference marker in the binary image. After the reference
marker has been chosen the cursor is brought back to the computer screen ready for the
operator's next choice.
The Digitize Image portion of the program allows the operator to acquire the 2-D
camera view centroids of the eight control balls

(UI, VI). Figure 3.10 shows the flow chart

of this process. The boxes with the black text represent dialog boxes that appear on the
computer monitor while the boxes with the white text represent key processes that are
imperceptible to the operator. After execution of this section, the cursor is transferred to the
image processing board's monitor (Sony Monitor in this case). The operator is then prompted

to place the cursor over a white pixel of marker i and then presses the mouse button to
digitize marker i. The program uses this information to calculate the centroid of marker i.
This process is continued until all eight control balls and the reference marker in camera
view k are selected. The control balls must be selected in ascending order from control ball
one to eight. Upon completion the operator is returned to the main calibration menu and the

cursor is returned to the computer monitor for selection of the next operation from the
menu.
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Input the marker positions manually.
Place the cursor over a white marker
pixel and click the LEFT mouse button.

Click LEF

I mouse button on marker #i

.

Fieure 3.L0 Manual Disitization Flow Chart
The Processing L Parameters option takes the digitized centroids of the control balls

from camera k and the 3-D measured control ball coordinut"s (XfB, Y1", ZfB) from the
x.msr file and uses the linear algebra discussed in Section 2.4 to calculate
the calibration

pararneters(t1,.., r-1.,).Theseparametersarethensavedtoafile(*.cpl, *."p\,orx.cp3
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for camera one, two, or three respectively). The View L Parameters option allows the
operator to view the calculated parameters before exiting the Cabulnting Parameters option.
The operator can repeat steps in the Calculnting Parameters option to verify that the calculated
parameters are accurate.

3.5

Marker Coordinate Digitizing

This menu option (Figure 3.11) is used to acquire the2-D body marker centroids
from individual frames of the video tape. This option allows the operator to create a file that
contains the 2-D camera view centroids for the motion being studied. A typical format of
the file is given in Figure 3.12.

Start Up
Information
Output File
Reference

Marker

tr

Image
Threshold

allows user to go back to the
previous window

Snap
Image

Digitize
Image

Verify
Digitization

View
Dú2,
Save

Data

tr
Figure 3.1L Motion Data Acquisition Main Menu
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This file is from camera one because it possesses the header (flrst line) that tells the
operator and the program how many frames of information are in the file and how many
markers per frame, this header is not part of the camera two or camera three. This particular

file contains

10 markers per

frame and2 frarnes of data.

The values in the file range from 0-511 units for the U and V components. Note
that the value 999 also appears for the U and V component. This value represents a marker
that could not be seen in the camera's view C (Uf,
Reference Marker , Image Threshold

Vf)= Pgg,

ggg)). The options

, and Snap Image perform

the same function as in

the Calibration Paramelers option, therefore they are not discussed here.

Number of frames: 2 Number of markers: 10
262.8384705 137.0000000
255.8384705 185.0000000
266.3038025 234.7425690
29r.981 1826 370.3589783
361.8384705 413.0000000
327.9577332 382.7106299
368.8384705 410.0000000
999
t48.5855255 164.1882324
r24.2303619 404.0540466
260.1773438 135.8426514
254.7773438 185.8426514

999

266.5260010 234.r3r4240

293.t466675
368J773438
321.9036560
370.7773438

999

148:2273407
124.4979324

369.5812988
406.8426514
382.032t350
406.8426514
999
164.2426453
404.2544250

Figure 3.L2 Format of a Camera L data
(*.da1)

fTle

In principle the Start Up Information menu option (Figure 3.13) serves the

same

purpose as that of the same name in the Calibration Parameters option except that there are
some additional processing flags to be discussed. The "Last frame to be processed" prompt

allows the operator to specify the number of frames to be processed; when this number is
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reached the program's frame counter sends a message to the computer monitor and a tone

sounds to alert the operator. The "Number of markers" prompt lets the operator specify

how many markers are to be digitized per frame ( this also includes the reference marker ).
Currently the largest number of markers allowed is set to 30. The "camera number" prompt
allows the operator to tell the program from which camera the markers are to be digitized.
Setting the camera number to one causes information about the number of frames and
markers to be written to the output file *.dal. The "Number of frames skipped" prompt
allows the operator to set the samplingrate. For example choosing one causes the program
to sample 30 frames per second.

Please enter the last frame to be processed

minute(default)
second(default)
fraction of a second(default)

Camera Number(default)
Number of Markers (default)
Number of frames skipped(default)
Threshold type (inverted = 0 or normal = lXdefault)

Figure 3.13 start up rnformation for Motion Data Acquisitior
The Output FiIe option allows the operator to specify the file in which the marker

motion data from camera k are to be stored. The file name usually has the form x.dak,
where k is the camera number. The file name is entered in the same manner as that
described in Figure 3.5 b.
The Digitize Image Option lets the operator manually digitize the first two frames

using the same algorithm as in the CalibrationParameters option (Figure 3.8) with the
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exception of two changes. The first is changing the condition "number of control balls" to

"the number of markers". The second change is that a box is placed in the right upper
corner of the image processing board's monitor. Clicking the mouse in this box tells the
program that a marker i is not present on the screen. Marker i will then have its coordinates
set to (999,999).

Is this the reference marker

?

Now assuming that the reference marker is
not isolated.
Please place the centre of the cursor at the
estimated centroid location
Scanning extrapolated areas for
markers

Have succesfully detected all

Can not find marker number

markers

Please input marker i using

i

left

mouse button

Repeated until all

non located markers
are manually placed

Figure 3.14 Automatic Digitization Flow Chart
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After completing the second frame the operator is automatically switched to
automatic digitization mode in which the coordinates of the camera vierv (Uf,

an

Vf)mAy

markers from the previous two frames are used to extrapolate their location in the current

frame (Figure 3.I4). The first step in Figure 3.14 is the location of the reference marker.
The program finds the reference marker for that frame by searching the portion of the image

board screen specified by the constant reference marker centroid. The program scans
around this centroid in a 5x5 grid for a white pixel that is a portion of the reference marker.

If white pixels are encountered in this area the operator is asked to verify that this is the
reference marker by selecting "YES" or "NO" from the menu.

If the answer is "NO", the

program allows the operator to manually digitize the marker that represents the reference
marker. After this is done the program asks again for confirmation that this is the reference
marker. If the answer is "YES", the program linearly extrapolates the location of the body

markers using information from the previous two frames. It then scans the area around
these centroids for white pixels that represent a marker in a 5x5 grid.

If a white pixel is not

found this grid is expanded up to a factor of 10 before terminating the search. At this point,
the program has either a) found all the markers or b) had difficulty in fînding some or all

the markers.

If all markers are found,

detected all markers".

If it

of

the program returns the message "Have successfully

cannot find all the markers, the operator is asked to manually

digitize those not located. This ends the automatic marker detection.

If an error has been

made in manual or automatic location of the markers it can be corrected by using the Verify

Digitization option.
The Verifl Digitization option (Figure 3.15) allows coruection of the body marker
coordinates

if the marker centroid

was calculated incorrectly

in the Digitize Image option.

The program first regenerates the image processing board screen and then asks the operator
to verify, in sequence, the marker positions starting with marker 1. If the marker position is

correct the operator selects "YES". The program moves to the next marker where the
process is repeated.

If "NO" is chosen the cursor is switched
39

to the image processing

board's monitor to allow the operator to manually select marker

i

(the marker centre is

defined by the placement of the cursor on the screen). This entire process is continued until

all markers have been verified.

Please verify the calculated centroid locations

separately

A cursor will appear

at the centroid location

for

Now assuming that marker i is not isolated.
Please place the centre of the cursor at the estimated
centroid location

Figure 3.15 Verify Digitization Flow Chart
Data option is used to save

the marker centroid data of the frame that has

been processed to the output file. The View

Data option allows the operator to see the

The Save

digitized frame of marker centroids before they are saved. If any digitization mistakes were
made the operator is able to correct them before they are saved to the file.
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3.6

Real 'World (X, Y, Z) Coordinate Calculation

This section allows the operator to calculate the 3-D upper limb centroids

(xî"t,

y?v9,7avs)using the calibration parameters (L|,

. . .,

LT,) and the 2-D camera view

UL centroiAs (Uf, Vf) from two or three cameras (Figure 3.16). Input files needed to
calculate the 3-D centroids are two or three of the calibration files (x.cp1 , *.cp2, and *.cp3)
and two or three of the motion data camera view files (x.dal , *.dà2, and x.da3). The menu

option to perform this calculation is shown in Figure 3.16. An example of the output file
used to store the calculated

3.r7

X, Y, andZ real world coordinates (x.tdc) is shown in Figure

.

Start Up Information
Calibration Input Files
Marker Data Files

tr

Output hles

allows operator to move
back to the previous
menu

Process Coordinates

Display Coordinates

tr
Figure 3.16 Menu for X, Y, and Z Coordinate Calculation
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Number of frames:

2

Number of markers: 10

7.1348953 50.8270798 52.68t2515
4.0118074 49.7802429 42.5428810
6.6061921 535047340 3t.69r6409
13.1037172 61.8890877 3.4096825
r1.248t741 83.8506622 -6.830t620
-4.4081936 13.8573608 -2.3287313
r.3992792 85.4378967 -8.253744r
-26.0299950 55.7569504 33.3879662
52.1080284 17.8t20613 53.7419434
61.8897438 t5.6240826 3.9397044
6.6324863 50.t592369 52.766s749
3.9590020 49.6241035 42.4315453
6.6526546 53.3926659 31.8468933
t4.403078r 62.t061668 2.9064591
11.3370943 84.2221756 -5.9553838
-4.0715818 14.1440277 -2.r0r7463
1.9560380 86.0323105 -7.2109274
-26.0426235 55.6070328 33.3715406
52.2055206 t7.1078915 53.1237244
6r.792t251 15.6955709 3.8837261

Figure

3.17

File Format for a Typical *.tdc

For this Start Up Information option there is only one prompt which is to input the

number of cameras that are being used. Currently the program allows the operator to
choose from two or three cameras. The dialog box that appears for this option is shown

in

Figure 3.18. V/hen two cameras are chosenthe Coordirwte Calculation option is configured

for information from only two cameras. The program defaults to two cameras when this
command is frst executed.

How many cameras are being used?(2)

!igu_1e _3.1!

astgt Up Information

File names of the calibration parameters (CPs) and the marker motion data are
specified respectively in the Calibration Input Files and Marker Data Files options. The
marker motion data files contain the two dimensionaf (UI, Vf)camera view motion data.
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The menus for specifying the calibration parameters and the marker motion data are shown

in Figure 3.19 a and b respectively.

Calibratel

Motion

Callbrate2

Motion 2

Calibrate 3

Motion 3

tr
a) For Calibration

tr

Files

I

tr

1

U¡

nor Marker Morion Files

go to previous menu

Figure 3.19 Menu for calibration and Marker Motion Data Files

This Output File option allows the operator to specify the file that the calculated 3-D
real world UL centroids are to be saved in. Usually the file is of the format x.tdc where tdc
stands

for "three dimensional calculation".
The Process Coordinales option allows the operator to calculate the 3-D real world

UL centroids for the marker motion data. In sequence the calibration parameters are read
into arrays; each set of 2-D camera view marker centroids is also read in. Then the three
dimensional coordinate conversion is performed using the linear algebra discussed in Section

2.4. The information is saved to the specified output fite (x.tdc) for later use.

All

the

mathematical calculations are performed so that they are imperceptible to the operator.
Tlre,

Dßplay Coordinates option allows the operator to view the calculated coordinates.

One frame of 3-D real world UL marker centroids are shown at a time. To see the next
frame the space bar is pushed and this process is continued until atl the marker coordinates
are viewed. This option does not allow the operator to scroll backwards through the
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file.

3.7

Calculate Euler Angles
This section allows the operator to calculate the Euler angles for the shoulder,

elbow, and wrist joints. The Input Fíle option allows the operator to enter manually or by
mouse the name of the file containing the calculated three dimensional data (x.tdc). The
Output

Files option allows

the operator to specify the names of three files that

will contain

the shoulder (*.shd), elbow (*.elb), and wrist (*.wst) joint Euler angles. This option has a
sub menu shown on the right in Figure 3.20 that specifies three options for entering the

appropriate file names. Once the two previous options have been completed the Process
option can be entered. This option reads in the three dimensional marker motion data

Shoulder

Ouþut

Elbow

Files

Wrist

Proces

tr

move back to prevtous
menu

Figure 3.20 Main Euler Angle Calculation Menu
from the input file (*.tdc) and uses it to calculate the Euler angles which are then stored in

the appropriate output files. A typical x.wst file is shown in Figure 3.21. The three
columns respectively represent rotation about the z axis Q, rotation about the xr axis 0, and

rotation about the y2 axis y as defined in Section 3.5.
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-10.14
-10.81
-10.96
-11.55
-11.55

5.91
7.0t
8.35
8.36
8.35

0.52
0.83
0.90

t.zt
r.97

Figure 3.2L Euler Angle Data File Format

(*.wst)
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CHAPTER IV

Error Identification and its Progression Through

UM2AS

This Chapter considers error present in the input parameters (U,V camera view
control ball centroids, measured X, Y, and Z coordinates of the control ball centroids, and
the U,V 2-D centroids of the upper limb) of the University of Manitoba Motion Analysis
System ruM'zAS) and how it affects the accuracy of the calculated three dimensional (3-D)

centroids of the upper limb (UL) markers. An attempt is made to identify and quantify

significant elror sources in acquiring the input data. The effect of the errors in the U,V
coordinates on the three dimensional coordinates is also quantified.
Observations made on the overall UM2AS system indicate that error occurs in such
areas as the manual measurement coordinates, misalignment

of the cameras, and in the

method used to obtain the two dimensional (2-D) camera view (U,V) marker centroids.
Realistically, manual measurements can be done with a metric measuring tape to an accuracy

of plus or minus lmm. If the cameras are not aligned properly, large errors could occur in
the calculated 3-D real world UL centroids. These two sources of error were ruled against
being the cause of a substantial effect on the 3-D centroids of the markers because they are

controllable and/or minimal. Possible causes for the camera view centroid error are lens
distortion, camera image quantization, and the markers being partiatly hidden from the view

of the camera or distorted due to image noise. All three camera image errors cause the
marker's shape to be distorted and the two dimensional camera position of its centroid to be

improperly defined.

Before the sensitivity of UM2AS to camera view marker centroid error can be
determined, the effects of the camera aspect ratio must be removed from the camera view
marker centroids. The aspect ratio is a number that defines the ratio of the screen height to

it's width. The image coming from the camera is rectangular in nature and the memory
array in which the image is stored in is a square afiay. This causes the image to be either
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compressed in the horizontal direction or stretched in the vertical direction. Section 4.1
quantifies the effect of the aspect ratio on the camera view marker centroids.

It is concluded that the error is concentrated in the camera view centroids of the
markers, therefore their centroids are perturbed from the actual coordinates to simulate lens

distortion, image quantization and image noise. The method for quantifying the error is to

first perturb the camera view marker centroids of the control balts (CBs) and calculate the
perturbation in the calibration parameters. The next step is to use the perturbed calibration
parameters and the perturbation of the

fIL

camera view centroids to calculate the perlurbation

of the 3-D real world marker centroids of the UL.

4.L

Determining the Aspect Ratio of the Cameras

An experiment was conducted to find the aspect ratio for camera 1. An apparatus
termed "distortion jig" was constructed using the following materials:

wooden bar

length - 100 cm

width - 3.1 cm
flat reflective markers

diameter - 3.8 cm
quantity - 14

backing plate

diameter - 30 cm

material - wood
anchor

metal

The apparatus was attached to the top of one of the tripods used in the lighting apparatus
(Figure 4.1). The reflective markers were equally spaced

at7 cmintervals along the bar.

Markers 7 and 8 were spaced a distance of 10 cm apart to allow for the mounting bolt that
attached the bar to the light stand. There were holes in the backing plate placed at angular
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increments of 36 degrees, which allowed the wooden bar to be bolted down and fixed at a
defined angle.

The distortion

jig was placed in front of the camera, within

the viewing space.

It

was aligned perpendicular to the camera lens in a manner that allowed the bar with reflective

markers to be completely seen at any orientation. The bar was rotated by known increments

of 36 degrees from an angle of 0 degrees to 360 degrees. At each angular step the reflective
markers 1 through 14 were digitized and the distance

d1

in units (as labeled in Figure 4.1)

of pixel length was obtained.

backing plate

wooden bar

Reflective
Marker 1

Reflective
Marker 14

light stand
Figure 4.1 Rotating Apparatus for Checking Distortion

The distances between marker i and marker 15-i (i e
angular step using
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(I,2,3; . .,7)) were calculated for each

(4.r)

The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 4.2. The graph illustrates that

the distance between the digitized markers varied as the angle the bar made with the
horizontal was changed. The distance d, varied by

as

much as7l.7l pixel lengths.
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Distance Between Selected Marker Pairs

It is known that the real world

distance between the marker pairs is constant

therefore the camera view distance should also be constant. This has been shown to not be
the case, therefore some type of distortion must be present. It has been hypothesized that

the representations of the video image by the cameras and by the digitizing board are
different, thus causing the distortion. The distortion is a stretching or shrinking of either the

U or V component and therefore can be compensated for by applying a scaling factor to
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either the components of the marker's camera view centroid. For the purpose of this
investigation V was chosen. To solve this distortion problem, an aspect ratio correction
(scaling factor) was applied to the V components of each marker as done inBquation 4.2

for markers

1

to

14.

(4.2)

CorrectVf = CFåugVf

At the point where the bar of the distortion jig is horizontal in the camera plane it was found
that Vfrs-i¡ equals

Vf. nor this special

case, the

V components that possess all the error

cancel out of Equation 4.1. Thus the true distance for d, in terms of pixel lengths is given

by

¿f = (ut,, t)-Uf)when

bar is horizontar

pixel lengths.

(4.3)

The next step was to find the aspect ratio correction factor ( CFå"e ). This was done by
realizingthat a scaling factor can be applied to Vf that will satisSr

(.,*

=

(¿l)'- (ut,,-,, - ul)' \
(ut,r,,

-

vl)'

(4.4)

I

/done for each angle increment

Equation 4.4 generated seven absolute correction factors for each angle increment, therefore
to find the average correction factor Equation 4.5 was used.
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cFfue

*I i=l cul

(4.s)

The average correction factor that was calculated is 0.8407, which is approximately the
aspect ratio of camera one which has an aspect ratio

of 485(v)/570(H)= 0.8509. This

aspect ratio meets and exceeds the RS-170 standard which states that a video system must

have an aspect ratio of at least 330/525 = 0.629 [9,pp.

51]. Figure 4.3 shows the results

of applying the aspect ratio correction; the maximum error now is approximately 0.5 pixel
lengths.
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4.2

Determining the Magnitude of Error in the Camera View Centroids

Now that the aspect ratio is accounted for, the error due to lens distofion,

space

quantization, and marker distortion can be quantified. The error due to lens distortion and
space quantization are considered together in this analysis as camera error. To demonstrate

that camera error does exist a simple experiment was performed. The distances between

four markers were measured with a tape measure and were also found by calculating the
3-D real world marker centroids of the four markers with UM2AS. Table 4.1 summarizes
the results of this experiment and verifies that the calculated centroids are different from the

actual measured centroids, thus some camera error must be present.

Table
Marker
Pair

4-l

4-2
4-3

r-2

7-3
2-3

Measured
Distance (cm)

4.1

Calculated
Distance(cm)

30.5

30.86

3t.r

3t.42

30.2
30.4
30.5
30.3

30.55
30.52
30.65
30.64

Relative
Enor (Vo)
-1.18
-1.07
-T.14
-0.39
-0.49
-1.11

Results of Relative Distance Error Test

Lens distortion combined with space quantization cause the markers to appear
distorted and only approximately in the right location, therefore the centroid of the marker
can not be calculated accurately. The magnitude of error can be determined by observing
the remaining error after the aspect ratio correction has been performed.'When determining
the aspect ratio of the camera the markers used were not hidden, therefore the only remaining
cause for error is due to lens distortion and space quantization. This error was experimentally

found to be 0.5 pixel lengths in magnitude at maximum.
The second error source, marker distortion, is caused by the marker being partially

hidden in the camera view by objects in the experiment, by the upper limb (UL), or by
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being engulfed by surrounding noise caused by white light reflecting off apparatus or the
subject in the viewing area. A good estimate of the maximum possible effor contributed by
marker distortion is to determine the maximum diameter of the marker in the camera view.

This occurs when the marker is closest to the camera without leaving the viewing space.
The diameter was found to be 25 pixel lengths and therefore

if the marker

approaches

complete coverage then the centre witl be perturbed by half the diameter or 12.5 pixel
lengths.
The maximum magnitude of error in the UL camera view centroids is calculated by
summing both the maximum effor magnitudes (camera distortion and marker distortion) to

yield 13 pixel lengths. The errors are algebraically summed because these errors only
represent a distance from the actual point not a direction therefore the total error represents a

radius of 13 pixel lengths with the origin located at the location of the actual point.

4.3

Sensitivity Analysis

The previous section showed that the 2-D cameruview centroids are not error free.

This is not a problem as long as the error is not magnified and compounded as it propagates
through UM2AS. The goal of this section is to quantify emor in the calculated 3-D real

world centroids caused by error in the camera view centroids of the calibration parameters
and the

IIL

markers.

An analytical method for quantifying error is based on perturbing A and b in Ax=b.

This method is used because the equation used to find the calibration parameters for
example takes on this form as shown by
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-15
L5

-b.

(4.6)

Llo

- Llt

tlnxÎ"
rç"
I
A=l

l,

o

I "ç"
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vÎ"z?trooo
o o o xÎ" yÎ"
vt"zttlooo
o o o xt" yt"
YE"z]tiooo
o o o xEB yE'

z?t

-uTxÎ" -u'ÍvÎ"

-ttz|'-

-vlxl'-vlvÎ"

-v\z?'

-rSvE" -úrz?t

-IJY,xtt

ztt

-vbxt" -üv9u -v\zt'

:::
-ubx8" -utv8" -rfø8"'

zE'

-vbx8" -vbv8" -v[zE"

Iui

l"l
lu5

n=l

t:
l"t
vX

Lut

(x1",v1", z?t)

measured control ball (CB) centroid

(uf,vf)

2-D caneraview CB centroid i for camera k

i

One way to quantify the perrurbation of the calibration parameters is to use the analytical

expression
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!lq!!.

tA-1il

(4.7)

ilLil - 1-tL{1il ilôAil {l*+rrôerr},

which is found in [14,pp. 121]. Equation 4.7 has a condition under which it can be used.
This condition is

tlA-lil ilôAil<l.

(4.8)

unfortunately this condition was not met by the perfurbed matrices.

There are possibly other methods of quantifying the perrurbation, but none were
located in the literature. The method chosen to quantiÛr error was to perturb the2-D camera

view centroids of the control balls and the upper limb (UL) markers by a defined amount
from their actual location (Figure 4.4). Section 4.3.L demonstrates how the error in the 2-D
camera view centroids propagates through to the calibration parameters and Section 4.3.2
shows how error propagates from the 2-D carneraview marker centroids of the

calculated 3-D real world centroids of the UL.

(uf,vf)

(uf +auf, vf+AV')
Figure 4.4 Polar Coordinate Representation of
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UL to the

4.3.1

Calibration Parameter (CP) Sensitivity

The main assumption made was that the error is in the 2-D carrcraview CB
centroids as opposed to the tape measured CB centroids. Therefore the digitized 2-D CB
camera view centroids can be expressed as the actual component plus some variation delta

(uf * luf, vf+

^Vf).

The deltas or perturbation amounts were obtained by using

Equation 4.9 andEquation 4.10. These equations represent a polar coordinate conversion

from Cartesian coordinates. This was done because the error could be at any position about
the actual centroid of the marker by a certain distance which in this case is called R.

Therefore it makes more sense to carry out the perturbation with a polar coordinate system
rather than Cartesian.

^uf

^vf

=

n""'(el)

(4.e)

= nrin(el)

(4.10)

where i is the marker index (varies from 1 to 8), k is the camera index (varies from 1 to 3),
R is the distance from the i'h marker centroid in the camera view k (0.5 pixels), and 0f is
the rotation (in radians) around the ith marker centroid from camera k.

The actual L parameters are determined by Equation2.l. To find the calibration
parameters when the2-D CB camera view centroids are perturbed, the addition of the deltas

( defined in Equation 4.9

(uf , vf)is

and Equation 4.10) to

required.
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all the 2-D CB camera view centroids

Voenor

= 100

I

(4.t1,)
((r-fL""")'

(ul * lul', vf +

(x|t, vf",zft)
control balls
i - integer from

1

^vf)balls
camera view of control
i - integer from 1 to 8
k - integer from 1 to 3

to 8

L =(I.1,...,Lr,)
Calibration Parameters
k - camera number varies from

1

to 3

Figure 4.5 Flow Chart of Error flow from the control Ball Camera view
Coordinates to the Calibration Parameters

By choosing different values for R (R = 2, R = 1.5, R = 1.0, or R = 0.5)
randomly varying

gl (gi - varied randomly

between 0 and 180 degreer),

that as R increases so does the percent error given by Equation

4JL

and

i, *u, concluded

From Section 4.2

it

was found that the maximum error magnitude was 0.5 pixel lengths. Therefore the largest
R will ever be is 0.5 pixel lengths, when calculating the calibration parameters.

To acquire a good indication of the maximum erïor, 0f was randomly varied while
R was set to 0.5 pixel lengths (the upper bound). It was found that the maximum perturbation
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efior of the calibration parameters given in these random samples ( 1 million samples) was
0.70Vo.

At this error the perturbed calibration parameter values are shown in Table 4.2.The

third column shows the error between the actual and perturbed calibration parameter value.
The calibration parameter error is small accept for three cases. These cases have actual and

perturbed calibration parameter that are small and therefore contribute very little to the
overall effect of the calibration parameters. Similar results were obtained for camera two
and three as well.

TabIe 4.2

Actual L

Perturbed

-u.9359012
4.0529704
0.0655944
94.7372513
-0.8824302
0.0630595
-4.8949742
4r0.1895447
-0.0037763
-0.0001721
-0.0001233

-u.9164 /'¿5

L

VoError
2 .08

4.103901t
0.0780605
93.3254852
-0.8767406
0.0625963
-4.9290571
412.7666931
-0.0036892
-0.0001282
-0.0000876

r.26
19.0

r.49
0.64
0.73
0.70
0.63
2.31

25.77
28.95

Relative Error of each L Parameter

4.3.2

Proposed Real World Coordinate Sensitivity Method

Sensitivity of the calculated real world coordinates is approached in the following
manner (Figure 4.6). The three sets of 2-D upper limb camera view marker centroids vary
according to

(uf + aUf , vf + lvf

), (u?

*

LrJ!,v2,+^v?),

ano

(uf + ÂUf , vf+

lvf

).

The perturbed real world UL centroids are given by Equation 2.5 except that

(ul * ruf , vf +

(u?

^vl),

*

nu2,,vl+^v?), (ui * nuf, vf+ Âvf)and reptace the2-D

I-IL camera view centroids for camera one, two, and three. To calculate the error distance
between the actual real world and the perturbed real world UL centroid use Equation4.I2.
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VoOlïOf

(4.12)

=

where
p

perturbed

a

actual

(ui * auf , vl+ lvf)

(11,..',Ll,)
(r?,.-.,úr,)
(r?,...,L?,)

Real World

Coordinate
Calculation

(xl"t,

(ui * luf, vf+ lvf)
(ui * luf , vf+ lvf)

t",z?")

Figure 4.6 Flow Chart of Error Propagation from the Marker Camera View
Coordinates to the Calculated Real World Coordinates
To ascertain at which location along the radius R the maximum effor was likely to

occur theta was first randomly varied and then various values of R were chosen (R =
13,12.9,7 , 4, 3) which were then applied to the perturbation equations given in (4.12) and
(4.13). Theta was varied a million times and the maximum effor was found to always occur

when R = 13 pixel lengths. It has been found that the maximum error given by equation
4. 1 5 was 4.56Vo

or a Euclidean distanc e of 3 .28 cm away from the actual location of the

marker. The final step was to repeat the process with the perturbed calibration parameters.
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It was then found that the error went up to 4.62Vo or
from the actual marker location.
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a Euclidean distanc e

of 3.32 cm away

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

The goals of the present changes to the University of Manitoba Motion Analysis
System (UM'zAS) were to: 1) reduce the loss of upper limb (UL) marker information, 2)

improve the software to make it more operator friendly and more acceptable in a clinical
environment, and 3) isolate UM2AS input data error and develop a method of checking the

sensitivity of UM2AS to that eror.

kritially UM2AS was a two camera system and occasionally UL motion markers
would disappear from one or both of the camera views (one more frequently than both).

If

this occurred the three-dimensional (3-D) calculated real world centroids of the UL markers
could not be found. The addition of a third camera largely eliminated this problem because

it allowed UM2AS to have more input data from different vantage points.
To improve the software of UM2AS an integrated environment was created that is a

largely mouse driven, pop up window system. This style of program was found easy to
use by operators that applied

it to related tasks throughout its development. The reasons

given by operators are that little knowledge of computers is needed, there are few key
commands to remember, it is easy to make changes to any previous entries made, and the
software is esthetically pleasing.

Error in the calculated 3-D real world centroids was found to stem from the 2-D
calculated camera view centroids. It was found that after an aspect ratio correction was
performed, the error was typically only 0.5 pixel lengths in magnitude for markers that are
always in fulIview (calibration balls) and about 13 pixel lengths for markers that are hidden
or engulfed in noise (upper limb markers). The sensitivity analysis was applied to UM2AS
and it was evident that the system is most sensitive to error in the z-D tJL camera view
centroids.
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The following recommendations are presented for further development of the

UM'AS

system.

1) Replace the Beta players

with VHS VCR's. VHS is the preferred format and there

are

VHS players with hardware that allows direct link with the computer. The advantage to this
is that the computer, rather than the operator, will control the frame-by-frame advance of
the tape and all the VCR commands can be put on a menu which would appear on the
computer screen. This will help reduce human error and will speed up the data acquisition
process.

2) As the system grows it will use more than640 kilobytes of working memory (executable

file currently consumes223þ,tlobytes of memory). DOS based programs are limited to 640
kilobytes. An alternative is to consider programming the software for the Windows operating
system. Preliminary work has been done on this task and the reported advantages of a

Windows based system are: a) the Windows operating system allows the program to use all
available RAM, b) better video resolution is available therefore a more detailed simulation

of the upper limb can be created, and c) it is much easier to create a integrated environment
under Windows that will be more commercially acceptable. More working RAM and C++
classes (found with the C++ compiler)

will make operations like curve smoothing

and

graphing the Euler angles easy to program (Euler angles will no longer have to be imported

into a spread sheet type of program for curve smoothing and graphing). This will enhance
the overall look of the software and will also speed up the data analysis process. Creating
an integrated environment in'Windows is much easier than in DOS because most of the pop

up windows, action buttons, and printer interfacing is already available with the currently
used C++ compiler.

Online key word search help or operator manual could also be easily

created ( one day leaming curve ).
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3) A program that presents an animated simulation of the upper limb (UL) motion should

be created. This type of display

will give the operator

a tool to visualize the

UL from a

variety of different vantage points thereby offering new information about the UL motion.
This software should be created as a'Windows application, because Windows has a suitable
graphical interface.

4) The currently used image processing board has no software support for a Windows
application type of system. To enter the Windows environment an image processing board

with Windows support

as

well as DOS support should be purchased.
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APPENDIX A
Derivation Of Euler Angular Formulas (Angular Rotations)

The following is a derivation of the Euler angles for the shoulder, elbow, and wrist

joints. It starts with the factthat any rotation will be defined as a rotation about an axis. The
Euler angle, (Q,, e,, V,)

*"

angular rotations about the real world coordinate system

that cause it to be rotated to the position of the
angles are applied in the following order.

Q1

ith

(X, Y, Z)

auxillary coordinate system. The Euler

is the rotation about the Z axis of the axis

system (X, Y, Z). Thts rotates the real world coordinate sysetm to a new position termed

(*1, yl,zf)givenby

4I [""'q¡ sinQ¡ o lr",
lvl l=l-sinQ¡cosQ¡ o ll
l.ll o o t lLzJ
"l
LrllL
)-"'
f

(A.t)

The next rotation applied is the one about the

xf

axis termed 0i. This rotation moves the

coordinate system to a new position termed (*?, y?, zf ) given by

[.?lI I
I

tl l=l

lrl )

o

| o

The last rotation

o o lldl
(4.2)

coso¡ sinol ll rl
-sino¡
.lL4 l
"ore,

I

ì{t

rotates the axis system about

they! axis to become the desired auxiliary

axis system (*i, yi, ,i).

?
[îr1=l
:"å*'
lz¡) lsinry¡ 0

-sinrv

il;i]

(4.3)

"osViJlri

When the rotations are combined in the proper order, transformation Equation 4.4 is
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obtained which relates the i'n auxiliary system (*r, yi, zi) to the real world axis system

(x, Y, z).

Ix:l

T\¿t

t¡ttl\t

lvil=r'lt¡
l'') lz)

(4.4)

'Where

t-

I cosQicost{¡-sinQlsin0lsinty¡
Ei=l
-sinQ¡cos0i

sinQ¡cosr{¡+cosQisin0¡sinryl

-cos0isiny¡

cosQ¡cos0¡

sin0i

I

I

cosQisinty¡+sinQ¡sin0¡cosp1 sinQ¡siny1-cosQlsin0¡cosp¡

i1 , j, , Î,

t-et (

axis and (

î,

)

coseicosìyi

be the unit vectors of the orthogonal auxiliary axis system (*i,

î,

y¡ ,¡)

R ) be the unit vectors of real world axis system (X, Y, Z), then

equation A.4 canbe also written as Equation 4.5.

Ii]
lr,) lz)
Iil]=

(A.s)

o,

'Where

t

i,î i,î itRl

^^^^^^l
Ai=l j¡I

I

j'J

î'î Êî

jirc

I

I

I

Ê'Rl

Thus matrix A must equal matrix E and therefore (Q,, e,,,y,)
Equations A.6, A.7, and 4.8.
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"un

be calculated using

sinO¡-jt Ê -)
cosQicos0i=ji .

coseicosvt

oi = sin-r

J -)

Út Ê')

0t=cos-l

=ki . K -+

(,{.6 )

(A.7)

H)

Vi =cos-1

hf)

(4.8)

The above shows how to find the Euler angles for the i'h arbitrary auxiliary system. For the

purpose of the upper limb model three auxiliary systems that model the shoulder joint,
elbow joints, and wrist joint must be found. This is done by first modelling the upper limb
as an eight degree

of freedom (DOF) system consisting of:

3 DOF

at the

2 DOF

at the elbow region

3 DOF

at the wrist

shoulderjoint

joints

joint

To achieve this, seven reflective makers as in Figure a.I, are used to calculate the eight
rotations. To calculate these eight angular rotations relative to the upper limb, four auxiliary

axis systems must be defined on the upper limb. These auxiliary systems define the
regions: a) shoulder, b) arm, c) forearm, and d) hand. This is done in a manner that is
illustrated in Figure 4.1.

Shoulder

Yo=

2l

(a.e)

xo= 2I x23

(4.10)
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26=XgX]9

Figure

(A.11.)

4.1 Stick Diagram

and Vector Directions for
the Upper Limb Model

Arm

(4.t2)

Yt'= 43
+

zt= 4j[dx43

(A..L3)

ii=

(A..14)

yJ

*

Zì
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Forearm

(a.1s)

Yi=M4

xi=

+

46 x 45

(4.16)

ã=ú*ft

(4.17)

Hand

Yt=TM

(4.18)

xt=75 x76

(A..1.

ã=iì*yi

(4.20)

e)

The rotations of the four regions of the upper limb referred to the real world coordinate
system are defined as follows

Shoulder

Eo=AoE

(^.21)

Arm

Et=AtE

(^.22)
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Forearm

(4.23)

Ez= AzE

Hand

E¡=A¡E

(^.24)

To define the joint rotations, they must be obtained with reference to the upper limb
and not the real world coordinate system. These three rotations are defined in the following
manner:

Shoulder

joint

Er = Ar(Ao)-lEo

+

Er = RrEo

(4.2s)

-+ Ez = RzEr

(^.26)

E¡ = R¡Ez

(4.27)

Elbow region joints

Ez = Az(Ar)-lEr

Wrist joint

E: = A¡(Az)-tE,

-

where

E

F^

LIJKJ
^

^f

matrix representation of the unit vectors for real world coordinate axis system
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Ei

lî' j' Ê'l
-

matrix representation of the unit vectors for the i'h body axis system

l- ¡¡

^ ^l
It^^ti'r iiJ iiK
| jil jrJ :'K

A¡

l^^^^l

L

-

I

I

tit kiJ kiKl

transformation matrix from the real world coordinate system to the auxiliary
sYStem

R1 - relative transformation matrix

The euler angles for each joint can be calculated by computing the relative transformation

matrices.

It is known that the matrix

R¡ is a 3x3 matrix therefore

it can be defined by

equation A.28.
.l

I tït r\z ri,
*'=l t'zt t\z t'zt
L .'rt r\z tä¡ l

(4.28)

I

Defining R¡ in this manner yields the following equations for the rotation angles for the

r

threejoint regions.

:

l

:

Shoulder

joint

(^.2e)

0r = sin-l (rå¡)

Qr=cos-1

ffi)

(4.30)
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vr

= cos-r

r-4-'ì
\cosOr

(4.31)

/

Elbow resion ioints

oz

= sin-l

v2=cos.r

{¡Zz)

(L.32)

(#n)

(4.33)

V/rist joint

0¡ = sin-l

o¡ = cos-r

v3=cos-r

(r3z¡)

(4.34)

(¿-\

(4.3s)

\cos0¡ /

fål /

(4.36)

\cos0s
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APPENDIX B
Derivation of Calibration Parameter and Real World Coordinate
Calculation Formulas

The assumption made in the UM2AS is that the relationship between the 3-D real world
marker centroids (Xi, Yi, Zi) andthe2-Dcamera view marker centroids

(UI,V|)is a linear

perspective transformation. Equation 8.1 performs this type of transformation.

trT L\ L5 LäI
I uf vl r I =[x¡yi z, t]l r\ Lå L) Lb |
L

'Where

,8.1)

rb LTo Ll, ú, )

i is the marker number index, k is the cameranumber index, (Xi,Yi,Zi) is the iù real world

marker center,

(uf, vf)

is the iû marker center from the camera view k, ano (Lf , . . ., L\r)are the

calibration parameters for camera k.

To calibrate the motion analysis system the parameters Lf through L\2 must be found. This
is achieved by expanding Equation 8.1 into Equation 8.2 andEquation 8.3.

;1.

(8.2)

+r\
I-$x1 + L\oYi +r\rzi+Ilz

(8.3)

a

I

I-{x¡ + t-lvi + t\zi + r\

"i -- LÞÍ + L\oYi + LT1Z + L[2

r rk

vi=

t-!xi

+

l-[v¡ + r\zi

To reduce the number of parameters, Equation 8.2 and Equation 8.3 are scaled by dividing

:

through by

t

Equation 8.4 and Equation B.5.

L\,

which has the equivalent effect of setting L\2 equal to one. This is done in

LfXi + I-fvi +r\zi+r\
"i --LF,*trtot,*t1O,+r

,,r

(8.4)
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vf= r,5xi+läyr+ljzt+I-5

(B.s)

r$x¡ + Lloyt + r\rzi +t

Now it is possible to write two linear equations for each calibration view centroiO (Uf,Vf)as
shown by Equation 8.6 and Equation 8.7.

vl

= LSxi +

l-[v¡ +r\zi+

uÍ = LTxi + r-fvi + r\zi

+

-vlürz,

(8.6)

L\ -ufr.$x, - ufr.fov, - ufr-\rzi

(8.7)

Lä -

vfr-fx¡ - vf r-lot

Equations 8.6 and Equation 8.7 are the basis for deriving the calibration parameters (CPs) and for
calculating the 3-D real world marker centroids.
There are 11 CPs thus 11 independent equations are needed to solve for them. To achieve
this the information needed is the 3-D real world marker centroid values

(Xft , Yl"

,

ZfB)and the

2-D carneraview marker coordinat"r (Uf,V|t) of at least six markers or control balls (CBs). For the
purpose of this project eight known control balls were used. Eight sets of the Equations

8.6 and

Equation 8.7 are put into a matrix to yield equation 8.8.

I

ri L\

LTo LT, ]r{arl}ln'l

ui vl u\ q

Where

(nra)-1ar

pseudo inverse
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ub v5 lrrn. si

-

yf"z?t1000

xc"

oooxf"f"z?'

0

A-

t'

I

É"z!tlooo

0

oood"ú"ztt

0

-ulxÎ" -ufvÎ" ¡tz?"
-vlxÎ" -vfvÎ" -v\z?'
-u\xt -r$vt" rjrz7"
-v5x9" -vbvt" -v\zt'

0

I

:

:

y€"zÌtrooo
o o o

xEu
0

(xf", v?",2?)

xE" ycB

zE'

0

-ubx8" -u[vE" -r-fø8"'

I

-vbx8" -vbv8" -vbz8"

real world measured CB centroid

i

Because there are more equations than unknowns the system is over determined, therefore the
pseudo inverse

ofA

is used.

The calibration parameters and the2-D camera view marker centroids from at least two

different camera views are then used to calculate the 3-D real world marker centroids. This is
accomplished by re-writing Equations 8.6 and Equation 8.7 into Equation B.9 and Equation 8.10
respectively for camera m, and Equation B. 1 1 and Equation 8.72 for camera n.

(ui" - Li)=

(li - u¡rç)xi'* (li - ui" l-io)vi'" + (Li - ui'Li,)zf"

(B.e)

(li - v1"ri,)21""

(8.10)

(vi" - t-å.)= (r-i - v1"I.p)x¡" * (lå" - vf LT')yi" *

(ui t-Ð = (lî - u¡l-6)x¡" *(r\- ui r-io)v1"" * (rä - u¡l-i,)z¡"
(vi

- t-Ë)=

(lt - vi4)x¡" * (rå - v¡ r.io)v1"" * (U - vili,)z¡"

where m and n are the camera indices (m
the

(8.

1. 1.

(8.12)

* n), i is the marker number index (Xi"n, Y{nn, Z{nn) is

iü calculated real world coordinate marker center calculated from camera m and n, (U¡,V1") is

the ith marker centers for camera view m,

(Ui,Vi)is

79

the

)

ih marker centers for camera view n,

(li, . ' ', Lir) are the calibration parameters

for camera m, and (lT, . ' ., LT,) are the calibration

parameters for camera n.

For the given two cameras, these equations are solved in terms of the 3-D real world
marker centroids

lxi'yî'"
where

(Xi"', Yfn, Zfn). The solution is

zi"'1r=(nrn)-tnr[uï'-Lî, vî"-LË' ui-Li

(nrn)-13r

vî-Lä]t

is the pseudo inverse and

I ti - Lö'ui' Li - Livin LT - Lenui Li - Lävi ]'
r = Li - Lî'ui" Lä - Li'vîn Lå - LÌ'ui Lå - LÌ.vi
|
L Li - Lirui" Li - Lirvi" Lä - LîIui Li - LTrvi j
I
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(8.r.3)

